
 

Annex B 
 

 
COMMON QUESTIONS ON FREE PRE-PEAK TRAVEL TRIAL 

Q1.  Why is free travel not applicable for commuters travelling within the city 
area?  
 
The trial aims to achieve maximum cost-benefit impact, by reducing the demand 
for morning peak hour travel along the most crowded stretches of the rail network, 
which are largely for travel from outside the city area going into the city area. One 
of the most common complaints now is that commuters are unable to board trains 
during the most crowded periods in the morning peak, at some stations outside the 
city area. Stations in the city area typically do not see such a problem as there are 
many commuters who are exiting at these stations, thus allowing other commuters 
to be able to board the trains. 

 
Commuters travelling within the city area can join the ‘Incentives for Singapore’s 
Commuters’, or INSINC, scheme to accumulate points for rewards when they 
travel during off-peak hours. (www.insinc.sg.) 

 
Q2. Can child/student concession card holders enjoy free travel / the 50cents 

discount?  
 

Yes. The free travel trial is targeted at city-bound commuters. This would include 
students who have to travel into the city to get to school, as well as children who 
may be dropped off by their parents at childcare centres near the 16 designated 
stations on their way to work. 

 
Q3.  Will senior citizens enjoy free travel / the 50cents discount?  
 

Yes, they will enjoy the free travel if they exit any of the 16 designated city centre 
stations before 7.45am, and fare discount of up to 50 cents from 7.45am to 8.00am.  

 
Q4.  Will students/NSFs using Monthly Concession Passes (MCP) enjoy a discount 

if they use it to travel into the city centre before 8.00am? 
 

Under the Monthly Concession Pass (MCP) scheme, card holders would have paid 
upfront for their MCP, which caps their monthly public transport expenditure. 
There is no easy way to extend the scheme to MCP holders, and would entail 
complex changes to the MCP scheme and the fare system. Moreover, there is 
already a concessionary element in the MCP scheme. 

 
Those using MCPs currently can choose to travel using stored-value cards if they 
wish to enjoy the pre-peak free rides or discounts, but they will have to weigh, 
based on their own travel patterns, whether this is more worthwhile for them, or to 
still purchase MCPs. 
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Q5.  If a commuter exits before 7.45am from a designated MRT station and then 

transfers to a bus at 7.50am, is the bus ride considered a transfer ride 
enjoying transfer fare? 

 
Yes, the trip would be considered as a transfer if it meets the transfer rules. 
However, there will not be any pre-peak discounts for the bus-leg fare, as the trial 
is applicable only to train trips into the city centre. 

 
The transfer rules are as follows: 

 

• Transfer time limit of 45 minutes 
• All journeys must be within 2 hours of the first boarding on the same journey 
• Single entry and exit allowed for rail 
• Current bus service must not be of the same number as the preceding bus 

service 
• Maximum of 5 transfers can be made within a journey  

 


